tbb 2011

Southeast District FFA
Greenhand Manual Quiz (revised 2011)
1.

Each chapter may have one Greenhand participate in the sub-districts contest. The top three from
each sub-districts will advance to the districts contest. This is a district level contest.

2.

Five Question from the 25 listed below will be drawn from by the district advisor and sent to each
dub-district advisor.

3.

Each individual contestant will be asked the same five questions. He/she will have 10 minutes to
orally answer five questions.

4.

Scoring will be as follows:
Question 1
Question 2
Question 3
Question 4
Question 5
Voice
Stage Presence
Power of Expression
TOTAL

15
15
15
15
15
5
10
10
100

Possible Manual Quiz questions for the Southeastern Districts FFA:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.

What are the requirements to earn each of the 5 degrees of the active membership in the FFA.
Of what purpose and importance is the chapter program of activities.
What is the mission and strategies of the FFA, and what are some methods an FFA member can use to
accomplish these?
What are the parts of the FFA emblem and the meaning of each?
Why should an FFA member follow the ideas of the FFA code of ethics and the rules for proper use of
the FFA jacket?
What are the symbols and their meanings of each of the six primary officers and the advisor?
How would the gavel be properly used to maintain an orderly meeting?
What is the suggested order of business for a chapter meeting?
What are the four reasons to have a chapter banquet?
Of what importance is FFA publicity?
In what condition and places may the FFA emblem be placed?
Of what importance is parliamentary procedure?
What are the essentials of a successful chapter and explain the advantage of one?
Who should be responsible for planning and posting meeting agendas?
What are the four official FFA ceremonies used by chapter, and when should they be used?
Of what importance are FFA career development events?
Why was the National FFA Foundation Inc., established?
What are the four functions of the National FFA Alumni Association?
What are the general policies toward the FFA name and emblem?
What are four types of FFA membership and explain each?
Name three National FFA leadership training activities and explain each.
Explain what the PALS program is and its purpose.
Explain the purpose of the Stars Award program.
What other chapter officers might a chapter have and their possible duties.
What are the five requirements needed to be accomplished for a new chapter to be chartered by a state
association.

